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2017 Mower Rules


Mower must be a factory available belt driven mower.



Rear engine mowers are not permitted.



No Tractors



Mower decks must be removed.



All headlights and any other glass or plastics must be removed before the event.



Batteries must be removed from mower. They may only be used to start the
mower at the beginning of the heat. If the mower is “pull start” it may not be
restarted during the event.



No centrifugal clutch.

Drive Line:


Engine must be a factory lawn mower engine. Example (Briggs & Stratton,
Tecumseh, Onan, ect.). 18 Horse Power Maximum. No hopped up engines.



Transaxles must be factory available mower transaxles. Reinforcing and or
welding spider gears are permitted.



Mowers must have good breaks at the start of the event.



Changing of gears and of pulleys is permitted and encouraged.



All Mowers must have a visible number on each side of their mower. If scorers
cannot read your number, your mower WILL NOT BE SCORED.
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Build Specs:


All frame modifications and frame reinforcing will be allowed. NO HOME
MADE FRAMES.



Engine bay reinforcing is permitted, but must be contained inside of the hood. All
mowers must maintain factory bodylines. (This does not apply to area around
carburetor). Must look like mowers!



All mowers must run a factory hood and fenders. The hood must be bolted or
welded down to the dash area. Note: if the hood is fiberglass, you can make one
out of metal.
Gas tank must be secured and have a cap on it. (ANY GAS LEAKING AND
YOU WILL BE DQ’D.)




LEG GUARDS ARE MANDATORY, and must be welded or bolted from the
rear fender to the front of the footrest or frame. We would like for the leg guards
to be enclosed. If they are not, down bars must be installed every 2 inches.
Mowers with leg guards enclosed with metal, down bars may be no more than 6
inches apart. NO SHARP EDGES. Everything in the leg guard area must me
rounded off and smooth.



Front bumpers are legal in the following manner: Bumpers may be no wider than
the center of the tires. Bumpers may be no more than 10 inches tall. Bumpers
may not extend out from mower any more than 4 inches. Bumpers may only
attach to the front of the mower. Bumpers must not have any sharp edges, points,
or spikes. If the bumper is not safe, it will be removed.



Rear bumpers are legal in the following manner: Bumpers may be no wider than
the outside edge of the tires. Bumpers may be no more than 10 inches tall.
Bumpers may not extend out from mower any more than 4 inches. Bumpers may
only attach to the rear of the mower. Bumpers must not have any sharp edges,
points, or spikes. If the bumper is not safe, it will be removed.



All mowers must use lawn mower type wheels. Tractor treads and cut tires will
be permitted, but no chains or dual wheels will be allowed.

Event Rules:


The last mower to make a hit is the winner.



Mowers must hit every 30 seconds. If you are hung up you will have 1 min. to
make a hit to stay in the event.
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If a mower rolls over, they are out.



If a mower gets pushed out of bounds, they are out. All 4 wheels.



If a mower drives out of bounds, they are out. All 4 wheels.



This is not a team sport, team driving is not allowed.




If your feet touch the ground, you are out.
If you leave your seat for any reason during the event, you are out. Unless safety
is involved. I.E. rollovers.



All mowers must stop under red flag conditions.



If the final 2 mowers get stuck on each other, they will be separated 1 time.

